Let Q denote the rationals and, for n a pasitive integer, let ε n denote a primitive nth root of unity over Q. Let χ be the character afforded by a complex irreducible representation T of a finite group G of order n and let m ρ (χ) denote the Schur index of χ over Q. In view of the famous theorem of R. Brauer that T is realizable in Q(ε n ), it is natural to ask how close to m Q (χ) is min [L: Q(χ) ], where the minimum is taken over all subfields L of cyclotomic extensions of Q in which T is realizable. Our main result shows that the above minimum is not, in general, very close to m Q (χ). THEOREM 
Let p be an arbitrary prime and m an arbitrary positive integer. Then there exists a finite group G of exponent n and an irreducible complex representation T of G affording the character χ such that m Q (χ) -p and p m -min[L: Q(χ)] where the minimum is taken over all abelian extensions L of Q in which T is realizable. The minimum is attained at a subfield of Q(ε n ).
There are several results in the recent literature that are similar in spirit to the above theorem. In [5] , Schacher produces an example of a finite dimensional division algebra D with center an abelian extension of Q with the property that no maximal subfield of D is an abelian extension of Q. It can be shown, however, that his example does not arise from a group algebra of a finite group. Given an arbitrary prime p and an arbitrary integer m ^ 2, Ford and Janusz in [3] produce an example of a complex irreducible representation T with character χ of a finite group G such that Q(X) = P> ε P 2 ί Q(X)f an d ί°r some r > m, T is realizable in Q(χ)(ε p r) but not in any proper subfield. It can be shown, however, that T is also realizable in a subfield L of Q(ε n ), n the exponent of G, where [L: Q(χ)] = p. In [2] an example is found of an irreducible complex representation T with character χ of a finite group G of order n with the property that T is not realizable in any subfield (χ) . It turns out, however, that there exists a prime q and a subfield L of Q(ε ng ) with [L: Q(χ)] = m Q (χ) in which T is realizable. The example in this paper is obtained by suitably modifying the construction we gave in [2] ; both the details of the construction and the verification of the properties asserted are much more complicated than in that paper.
Notation and Terminology. We denote the completion of an algebraic number field K at a prime π by K π . If A is a simple component of a group algebra over Q, the center of A being K, and π 1 and π 2 are primes of K extending the rational prime p, then the indices of A® κ K 7ΐl and AQ K K K% are equal [6, Corollary 6.3] . We refer to this common value as the p-local index of A. If L z> K and L is an abelian extension of K, we refer to the local degree (respectively, residue class degree and ramification degree) of a prime π of K from K to L as the p-local degree (respectively, ^-residue class degree and p-ramification degree) where π extends the rational prime p. We denote the Galois group of L over K by Gal(L/i£). Let G be a finite group, T a complex irreducible representation of G, and χ the character afforded by T. We say that the simple component A of the group algebra of G over Q(χ) is associated with χ if the representation of G afforded by a minimal left ideal of A is equivalent to m Q (χ)T. The index of A equals m Q (χ) and T is realizable in a field L if and only if L splits A. In this case, we say that L is a splitting field for χ. Then JBΓ 0 Π F 0 (e r ) = JΓ 0 n F x (eJ = F 0 (e r ) n F^ = FoF t since an element in the first intersection, for example, will be invariant under both (a) and (aβ) and so under (a, β 1 from Q to K and 1 from iΓ to Q(ζ). We also note that since Q(ζ) = UL(ε g ), all primes except q are unramified from K to Q(ζ). Since p 2w ^ 4, K is totally imaginary. Let G by the finite group generated by w, x, y, and z subject to the following relations: Since J^ is a cyclotomic algebra over a totally imaginary field and only primes over q are ramified from K to Q(ζ), Jtf can have nonzero Hasse invariant only at primes of K over q [6, Lemma 4.2] . Since the index of Ssf is the least common multiple of the indices of J^®^ K π over all primes π oΐ K [1, VII, §5], we conclude that m Q (χ) equals the g-local index of J^.
The #-local index of Szf can be computed from [2, Lemma, page 428]. Since p* m~~x is the exact power of p dividing q -1 and the ^-residue class degree from Q to K is p m~\ we conclude that pim-2 j s £k e exac £ p 0W er of p dividing the order of the multiplicative group of the residue class field of K at q. Since the g-ramification degree from K to Q(ζ) is p 2m~\ we conclude that the g-local index of j& is p. Thus m Q (χ) = p.
Let L be an abelian extension of Q which is a splitting field for Szf and suppose and so TFLc W(e rβ ). Since (g, vrs) = 1, q is unramified from K to L and £cTΓ (6 rt ) .
Let the prime factorization of v be p^2 We have shown that [W 3 : K] ^ p m~x for j ^ 1, Since L splits J^, the g-local degree from K to L is divisible by p [1> VII, §5]. Since g splits completely from K to K{ε rs ), the g-local degree from K to TΓy must be divisible by p for some j > 1. Since T^cίΓCepί) and [W,: K] ^ p"" 1 , W x c ^(ε^-i). But g = 1 (mod p Zm~ι ) and so the g-local degree from K to W x must be one.
We have now shown the existence pf a prime t, (ί, pgrs) = 1, such that there is a subfield S of K(ε t ), SZDK, with [S: K] ••== ^ ^ p*"" 1 and such that the g-local degree from iΓ to S is divisible by p. Since Q(ε*) ΓΊ K = Q, S -ίuS 0 where S o c Q(ε t ), [S o : Q] ^ p"" 1 . But the g-residue class degree from Q to K is p m~1 and so the completion of S o at a prime extending q is contained in the completion of K at a prime extending g. This proves that the g-local degree froϊn K to KS 0 = S is 1 and so we conclude that Proof. This result was proved in [2] provided m Q (χ) ^ 3. If r ^ 3, the argument of that paper is still valid even if m Q {χ) = 2. Thus we may assume that m Q (χ) -2 and Q(χ) -Q. Let ,$/ be the simple component of QG which is associated with χ. If &\n, set t--2p x p u , where p u , p u are the distinct odd primes dividing n. Then Q(l/T)cQ(εJ and the p-local degree from Q to Q(VT) is 2 for all primes p of Q at which jy could have nonzero Hasse invariant. It follows that Q(τ/ t ) splits *szf and so we may assume that 81 n. By [6, Theorem 9 It would be interesting to replace the n in the statement of Theorem 2 by the exponent of G. If Q(χ) Φ Q, this result is already in [2] . If 8 divides the exponent of G, the argument of Theorem 2 applies. There is only difficulty if Q(χ) = Q, m ρ (χ) = 2, and, in the notation of Theorem 2, jy has nonzero invariants at 2, oo, and some other primes of Q. The problem, of course, is that the natural candidate for a splitting field, Q(V v) with v--p 1 ••• p u , need not split s$f at the prime 2. We have not been able to resolve this difficulty.
